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EVALUATION
PART I: Multiple Choice (5 minutes)
PART II: Short Answer (20 minutes)
PART III: Essay (30 minutes)
Total

(20 questions) /20
(4 answers @ 10 marks each) /40
(1 answer @ 40 marks) /40
/100

Part I: Multiple Choice Examples (these questions may be on the test)
7. Who said
“O! full of scorpions is my mind”
a. Hecate
b. Third witch
c. Macbeth
d. Macduff
e. Sabrina Pedherney
9. Who was called Bellonna’s bridegroom. Hint (Bellonna is the
bride of Mars)
a. Macduff
b. Angus
c. Banquo
d. Hecate
e. Macbeth

18. The scene with the character called _________ is often left
out.
a)The Siwards
b) The murder of Duncan
c) The porter
d) Hecate
e) The scene when Mephistopheles takes Faustus down to hell
19.

On his second visit to the witches, Macbeth learns that

a.
b.
c.

Banquo is not really dead
The witches are related to Lady Macbeth
To beware Macduff, that he will not die of one born of
woman, and that he will not die until Birnham wood come
to Dunsinane
To beware Malcolm, that he will not die of one born of
woman, and that he will not die until Birnham wood come
to Dunsinane
To beware Macduff, that he will not die of one born of
woman, and that he will not die until Scone wood come to
Dunsinane

d.
e.

Part II: Short Answer (may be on the test)
1. What three heinous crimes does Macbeth commit (or arrange) why are they so brutal?
2. The lyrical themes of heavy metal from Black Sabbath and the many metal bands they inspired have concentrated lyrically "on
dark and depressing subject matter… Death is a predominant theme in heavy metal, routinely featuring in the lyrics of bands as
otherwise widely different as Slayer and W.A.S.P. The more extreme forms of death metal and grindcore tend to have aggressive
and gory lyrics. (source Wikipedia)
How is Shakespeare’s poetry in Macbeth metal or metalesque?
Part IV: Essay Question ANSWER ONLY ONE!! (These questions ARE ON THE TEST!)
1. How is the theme of the breakdown of the natural order of things brought out and sustained in Macbeth?
2. How are “The red of blood and the black of darkness” identified as the theme colours of the play?

